Introduction
We begin with presenting a local version of the celebrated lemma of F. W.
Gehring invented with references to quasiconformal mappings [6] .
Lemma 1 (Gehring) . Let Q be a domain in R',q=l,f(Lq(Q). Suppose that for each cube QcQ the inequality holds with a constant M>l independent of Q. Hereafter fnf stands 7or the auerage xalue of f, i.e., fa.f:.fa:lQl-'Iaf. Then there exist yt:p(n,q,M)=q and C:C(n, q, M)=l such that to.z) ( In general, M may depend on o. In this case Gehring's lemma reads as follows:
This paper amplifies a fragment of the lecture by prof. B. Bojarski and T. Iwaniec, "Some new concepts in the analytical theory of QC-maps it Rn, n-3, and differential geometry" [2] , delivered at the Conference on Global Analysis, Garwitz, DDR, October, 1981 These two and a few other variants of Gehring's lemma were successfully adapted to PDE (see [4] ). Here Definition l. Asstrme that J': Q*R" is a mapping whose components .fr,fr,...,.f, belong to W,',rc"(Q). Let Of:1aftldxr) denote the Jacobi matrix oJ f and let J(x,f) be its determinant (Jacobian). Then f is said to be K-quasiregular 
for q,=2"+ta:T*'l.flao and any positive l.
By d) and e) of Lemma 3 we see that it suffices to prove that < mes {*ro,, .fo (x) = *}*i Z lei'-"-'t,.
Fix a cube Qe{Qi'-"-'; i:1,2,...}. Then by a) we have l.fal=2"(a2-"-'):r12. We subtract side by side the equation
which is a weak form of (5.1), S(y) being the matrix of entries e;;(y). This yields [ <vu-vt ,yE) : -[ lavr,vE), for each *<#,]@).
In view of the boundary condition on hwe are allowed to set tp:q-h. By (O.A) and by Hölder's inequality we then get
This immediately leads to (5.2) .
For further purposes we anticipate the following result: e " Jr'-t'"1 s2
Our nearest aim is to establish the stability of quasiregular mappings. For this we need a few non-standard facts on Sobolev's spaces. As a consequence of (5 .4) by Rellich-Sobolev's compactness th Corollary 3. Let f; be mappings from Q into Rn, fi€w,,' (o). {'ot'n)erge weakly in [4, 
As g was an arbitrary non-negative function (of the class Ci(Qo)), we conclude that lDg(x)1":rf/'J(", g) for almost every x(Qs, which shows that g is an l-quasiregular mapping. Furthermore, since llEDfi,ll"*llEDgll,, with a view to uniform convexity of Ii (Q) we infer that the sequence qDfi"actually converges to rpDg in the sense of for every VeCf, 19o1' we shall assume that E(x)>O. On the other hand the inequalities (0.11) and (0.16) yield I e"(x)lDt(x)1"dx =hminf I E"@)lDfi,@)1"tlx <* n"tz timinf Ki_ 
It proves that each relation must be equality, in particular strong topology of I)'(Q 
The indirect proof is based on the inequality
Integrating it over (ll2)Q and applying Hölder's inequality we get f lr(*, l) -J(x, s)ldx (t/2)Q ="(r,,{lrr_orr)''"l\,,r[|of l,)"-"'"*(,,,$1,ry)'"-"''1, and for the sake of (5.7) we are led to [8] provided le(A+SC1n1)=10-"'. The last condition holds for each p(11,2+ (An@+l))-rlog(1/e)) whenever €<r0:(6+8C(n))-"-'. (6. 3),{rrr*,f)-t(x,s)ldx=Wfr(x,f)itx.
On the other hand, replacing Q and o in (4.5) by (ll2)Q and 2o we see that fltf*,d-f 4y, g)dylax = c(,),.,-f.r(x, g)dx, , = |. On LP-integrability in PDE's and quasiregular mappings for large exponents 321
